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General objection recognition and action recognition are hotspots 
in computer vison study presently. The bag-of-words model is providing 
a general solving framework for these two problems. There are four key 
factors about the bag-of-words model: local features detection, local 
features description, visual dictionary construction and classification. 
Typically, visual dictionary is built by k-means algorithm, and the 
cluster centers as visual words. Its limitation is that k-means 
generalizes so many trivia words like article words in text processing 
which expand the dictionary and induce the high-dimension problem and 
high complexity. To break out this limitation，we focus on the selection 
of discriminative visual words so as to extract the most discriminative 
visual words，reduce the dictionary scale and lower the calculation 
complexity. The typical bag-of-words model assumes that the visual words 
are independently distributed, but video visual words have 
spatiotemporal relationships. We study about selecting discriminative 
visual words by introducing temporal relation between these words. There 
are the major researches and contributions: 
1. For general object recognition, we propose a discriminative 
visual words selection algorithm based on hypothesis testing. We adopt 
three kinds of hypothesis testing methods including T test, rank sum test 
and Kolmogorov-Smiromov test to calculate the best confidence sets 
respectively, and then build a discriminative dictionary by uniting the 
three sets. Experimental result of the Caltech, UIUC and Xerox dataset 
shows that the algorithm is effective. 
2. For general object recognition, we propose another discriminative 















relaxing constrain on hypothesis testing, we choose max marginal 
diversity without any prior to optimize the model and select 
discriminative words. Compared with typical K-means, the proposed 
algorithm improves performance on complexity and precision.  
3. For action recognition, we propose a discriminative visual words 
selection algorithm based on Granger test. We design a method of choosing 
the temporal correlative words by considering the temporal 
correlationship between visual words, adopting Granger test to build the 
time relationship between words and combining the max marginal diversity. 
The algorithm is applied to KTH human action dataset and mouse behavior 
dataset. Experimental results validate its effectiveness. 
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